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Indicator Cokriging-Based Subpixel Land Cover
Mapping With Shifted Images
Qunming Wang, Wenzhong Shi, and Liguo Wang

Abstract—Subpixel mapping (SPM) is a technique for predicting
the spatial distribution of land cover classes in remote sensing images at a finer spatial resolution level than those of the input images. Indicator cokriging (ICK) has been found to be an effective
and efficient SPM method. The accuracy of this model, however,
is limited by insufficient constraints. In this paper, the accuracy
of the ICK-based SPM model is enhanced by using additional information gained from multiple shifted images (MSIs). First, each
shifted image is utilized to compute the conditional probability of
class occurrence at any fine spatial resolution pixel (i.e., subpixel)
using ICK, and a set of conditional probability maps for all classes
are generated for each image. The multiple ICK-derived conditional probability maps are then integrated, according to the estimated subpixel shifts of MSI. Lastly, class allocation at the subpixel scale is implemented to produce SPM results. The proposed
algorithm was tested on two synthetic coarse spatial resolution remote sensing images and a set of real Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data. It was evaluated both visually
and quantitatively. The experimental results showed that more accurate SPM results can be generated with MSI than with a single
observed coarse image in conventional ICK-based SPM. In addition, the accuracy of the proposed method is higher than that of the
existing Hopfield neural network (HNN)-based SPM and the HNN
with MSI.
Index Terms—Indicator cokriging (ICK), indicator semivariogram, land cover, shifted images, super-resolution mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

AN has extended his view of the land to space by using
remote sensing images, hence greatly improving the observation depth of the earth. Land cover classification is an important technique to extract land cover information from remote sensing images. It has been a key issue in remote sensing
for many years. Conventional classification techniques allocate
each pixel to a single land cover class. This type of technique is
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known as hard classification. It is not sufficient for hard classification to provide the detailed information concerning the spatial
distribution of land cover classes, as mixed pixels exist widely
in remote sensing images. A mixed pixel contains more than
one class. References [1] and [2] illustrate some common origins of mixed pixel problems. Whatever the spatial resolution
of the sensor, mixed pixels are unavoidable in remote sensing
images and usually the aim of investigators is to extract information that is smaller than pixel size [1].
The soft classification has been developed to extract land
cover information from remote sensing images in an attempt to
solve mixed pixel problems. Commonly used instances include
linear spectral mixture analysis [3], fuzzy -means classifiers
[4], artificial neural networks [5], -nearest neighbor classifiers
[6], support vector machines [7], [8], and nonlinear unmixing
[9]. The outputs of soft classification, however, are fractions of
the classes within the mixed pixels. Soft classification fails to
predict the spatial locations of the classes. The subpixel mapping (SPM, also termed super-resolution mapping in the remote
sensing literature) [10] is a technique to address this problem,
by dividing each mixed pixel into multiple subpixels and predicting their class values. The number of subpixels belonging to
each class depends on the outputs of soft classification. SPM results in an increase in spatial resolution above the conventional
hard classification of the input remote sensing images. In nature, SPM transforms the soft classification into a finer scaled
hard classification.
After Atkinson mentioned that SPM can be considered as the
postprocessing of soft classification based on the spatial dependence theory [10], many SPM algorithms have been continuously developed. Verhoeye and De Wulf [11] proposed a spatial dependence mathematical model and adopted linear optimization techniques to maximize the dependence. Considering
each subpixel as a neuron, [12]–[14] set up an energy function for a Hopfield neural network (HNN). This function increases the spatial correlation between neighboring subpixels,
taking account of class constraints. The energy function is minimized iteratively to generate SPM results. Mertens et al. [15]
constructed a goal function evaluating the sum of the neighboring values of all subpixels and used a genetic algorithm to
search for the most possible configuration. According to the defined attractiveness in [16], a pixel swapping algorithm was introduced that exchanged two subpixel classes most in need of
swapping within coarse pixel and SPM results were approached
iteratively. Mertens et al. [17] applied subpixel/pixel spatial
attraction models to calculate the spatial attractions between
subpixels and their neighboring pixels. Ge et al. [18] utilized
the fractions in the neighboring coarse pixels to draw a linear
boundary for each class inside each centre coarse pixel. Wang
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et al. [19] studied the essence of the pixel swapping algorithm
and introduced the particle swarm optimization to maximize
the correlation between subpixels after the application of the
subpixel/pixel spatial attraction models-based SPM process. In
[20], spatial attractions both between and within pixels were
considered simultaneously for SPM. In addition, the Markov
random field (MRF)-based SPM method considers spatial and
spectral constraints simultaneously for SPM [21], [22].
Using the prior spatial structure information from available
high spatial resolution images, some learning-based SPM
methods were developed, including the back-propagation (BP)
neural network, two-point histogram, and indicator cokriging
(ICK). The learning-based SPM algorithms are able to decrease
the inherent uncertainty in SPM to some extent, especially
when the spatial distribution of classes is complex or in the
L-resolution case [23]. The results of the learning-based SPM
algorithms are, theoretically, expected to be more objective
than those of the methods that only make use of spatial
dependence, such as HNN, subpixel/pixel spatial attraction
models, and pixel swapping algorithm. Specifically, [24]–[28]
presented a BP neural network-based SPM approach, which
extracts the relationship between fine class labels and coarse
fractions from the training image (i.e., a high spatial resolution
image). The performance of BP neural network, however,
relies on the training sample numbers, and highly accurate
SPM results are more likely to be generated with sufficient
training data. Actually, acquiring sufficient training data is a
challenge in practical application. Furthermore, in the fitting of
the model, many parameters need to be determined, such as the
number of iterations, the number of hidden layers and nodes for
each hidden layer, the learning rate, and the momentum rate.
Atkinson [29] introduced a two-point histogram-based method,
which optimized the randomly initialized subpixel maps with
maintained class fractions by swapping subpixel classes within
pixels to gradually match the two-point histogram extracted
from the training image. This algorithm involves a number
of iterations, and much time is consumed in the optimization.
In addition, the random initialization and stochastic processes
during the optimization bring uncertainty in the SPM result.
Boucher et al. proposed an ICK-based SPM model in [30]–[33].
In this model, the prior spatial structure of each class can be
utilized by extracting the indicator semivariogram from fine
spatial resolution images. This model contains two steps: 1)
computing conditional probabilities of class occurrence at fine
pixels and 2) allocating classes for these fine pixels. Different
from the learning-based BP neural network that requires as
much prior spatial structure information as possible to train
the network, ICK-based SPM also works well when limited
prior information is available. This is well illustrated by [34],
which extracted indicator semivariogram from a representative
local area (2% of the entire study area) for ICK-based SPM. By
using the limited target resolution reference data, ICK-based
SPM produced SPM results of comparable accuracy, with those
using a globally derived spatial structure.
ICK-based SPM has several characteristics and advantages:
• The additional information of informed fine spatial resolution pixels (i.e., the class labels of these pixels are known
from prior information) can be coded easily into the model

by ICK. These fine pixels can be selected randomly and
are not necessarily to locate together, as long as these class
labels and their locations are available.
• It is free of any iteration process as the conditional probabilities are obtained by solving a system of equations
via ICK and the class allocation is a single-pass method.
This is quite different from the SPM methods in [12]–[16],
[19]–[22] and the learning-based two-point histogram [29],
in which the algorithms evolve gradually to convergence to
a stable solution. Hence, by using ICK-based SPM, time
spent on iterations can be saved, and the uncertainty introduced by random initialization and stochastic processes
during the iterations can also be avoided.
• Few parameters are involved in this model. For ICK-based
SPM, often a neighborhood window is considered for each
coarse pixel for computational efficiency reasons [30].
Many available SPM models have their own parameters,
such as the control parameter in the MRF model [22], the
nonlinear parameter in the distance dependent weightings in the pixel swapping algorithm [35], [36] and the
pseudo temperature [37], and the weightings in the energy
function of HNN. Certainly, much extra work would be
done to estimate the optimum parameters, and a change in
these parameters may lead to uncertainty in SPM results.
However, these would not be the cases if the ICK-based
SPM method is used.
The SPM problem is underdetermined in that it has multiple
plausible solutions, and many fine spatial resolution land cover
maps can lead to an equally good reproduction of the input
coarse imagery [30]. Although the ICK-based SPM is able to
make use of the spatial structure information from fine spatial
resolution images and informed fine pixels, it may still be insufficient to deal with the uncertainty in SPM, especially when
the zoom scale is large. The accuracy of SPM will certainly be
limited by the large uncertainty involved. The additional information from other data can be useful in addressing the underdetermined problem.
In order to produce more detailed and accurate subpixel land
cover maps, some SPM techniques have been developed for
use of supplementary information. Foody [38] sharpened fraction images with additional finer spatial resolution image of the
same scene to provide a more informative representation of the
classes within coarse pixels. Aplin and Atkinson [39] introduced
a per-field classification-based SPM method by using auxiliary
land-line vector boundaries to refine the distribution of classes
within each polygon. In [40], the two-point histogram-based
SPM model was enhanced by adding proportion constraints obtained from intermediate spatial resolution panchromatic images to the objective function of this model. Nguyen et al. [41]
applied the elevation data from LIDAR data to add a height
function to HNN. Ling et al. [42] obtained the terrain of land
cover from digital elevation models and modified the waterline
mapping results according to such elevations. Aiming at SPM
for urban buildings, Ling et al. [43] employed an anisotropic
model by incorporating the prior shape information and enhancing the spatial dependence in some directions. Based on
HNN, [44]–[47] presented some methods to provide additional
proportion constraints for the energy function of HNN. In de-
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tail, Nguyen et al. [44] obtained the fraction of each class at
intermediate spatial resolution from panchromatic images. Similarly, Nguyen et al. [45] fused panchromatic and multispectral
images to obtain a multispectral image at the spatial resolution
of the panchromatic image, and soft classification of the fused
image were implemented to obtain the fractions at intermediate
spatial resolution. References [46] and [47] added soft classification outputs of multiple shifted images (MSI) to HNN.
As observation satellites have multiobservation capability,
they can capture images of the same area once every several
days. For instance, the revisit interval of QuickBird is one
to six days and MODIS covers the Earth on a daily basis
[48]. These images are similar to each other, but they are not
completely identical. Because of the slight orbit translations
and the Earth’s rotation, these images are usually shifted at the
subpixel level [46], [49]–[51]. MSIs have been widely used
for super-resolution image reconstruction in the field of digital
image processing, medical imaging, etc. [52]. Super-resolution
reconstruction is different from the SPM studied in this paper:
continua are predicted in the former, while categories are predicted in the latter. Further details on the differences between
the two types of super-resolution algorithms can be found in
[46] and [49]. MSIs are also termed time-series images in
remote sensing, which have received increasing attention in
land cover mapping and monitoring in recent years [53], [54].
Evidently, the accuracy of SPM based on a single date image
can be enhanced by borrowing information from images before
and after it in time [49].
The shifted observed images in the SPM model are also
coarse spatial resolution images that are usually acquired by the
same type of senor. Therefore, the MSIs are easily acquired, and
the geometric correction and reflectance retrievals between different spatial resolution images will be avoided. For this reason
and the advantages of ICK-based SPM, this paper presents a
new SPM method that uses the additional information from
MSI to produce more accurate SPM results using ICK. For
MSI, the corresponding multiple conditional probability maps
are obtained with ICK, and then the ICK-derived probabilities
are integrated for each subpixel. The integrated probabilities
are finally used to determine the subpixel class labels. Similar
to ICK-based SPM, the proposed algorithm is performed based
on the existence of prior spatial structure information of land
cover that is representative of the studied area. It inherits all
the advantages of the ICK-based SPM: it is able to incorporate
the information from the informed fine pixels, no parameters
except the neighborhood window size are involved, and it is
free of iteration.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
background of ICK-based SPM is briefly described, followed
by details of using MSI. Experimental results are provided in
Section III and discussed in Section IV, followed by conclusions
in Section V.
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Let be the observed coarse spatial resolution image with
pixels and be the subpixel map at the target spatial resolution
pixels. Here,
, where is the zoom scale
with
factor (i.e., each coarse pixel is divided into
subpixels). Suppose
denotes the class label of a subpixel and
,
, where is the total number of classes in the
area studied. Define the binary class indicator for the th class
as
if
otherwise.

(1)

In the ICK model, the spatial pattern of the th class at the
fine spatial resolution is characterized by the corresponding th
class indicator semivariogram
, which is defined as
(2)
is the number of paired pixels at a specific lag
where
from the center pixel . The indicator semivariogram for each
land cover class is usually obtained from the prior spatial structure.
be the th class fraction in a coarse pixel . The
Let
fine-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariogram between the th
at the fine pixel
and the th class
class indicator
fraction
at the coarse pixel
is calculated as
(3)
denotes the separation vector between the centroid
where
and the centroid of any fine pixel
within . Similarly,
of
the coarse-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariogram between
any two coarse pixels
and
can be calculated as
(4)
where
denotes the separation vector between the centroid
within
and the centroid of any fine pixel
of any fine pixel
within
.
The semivariogram models in (2)–(4) are used to estimate
the conditional probabilities of class occurrence at fine pixels,
and ICK is utilized for this purpose. Let all fractions for the
th class be arranged in a
vector
. Define the th global class fraction
as the
mean of all elements in vector . Suppose there are
inavailable and the
indicators for the
formed fine pixels
th class are arranged in a
vector
. The ICK-derived probability
, which denotes the probability of the th class occurrence at fine pixel
, can be computed as

II. METHODS
(5)

A. ICK-Based SPM
The ICK-based SPM model consists of two steps: computing
conditional probabilities and allocating classes, which are
briefly described below [30]–[33].

where
and
class, which are
coarse pixels and

denotes the ICK weights for the th
and
vectors of weights for the
informed fine pixels, respectively. The
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function
takes the sums of all the elements in vector .
The weights
and
are calculated by solving the
ICK system of equations
(6)
where
is an
matrix of coarse-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariogram values between all pairs of coarse pixels
[see (4)],
is a
matrix of fine-to-coarse spatial resolution semivariogram values between all pairs of informed fine
is a
matrix of indicator
and coarse pixels [see (3)],
semivariogram values between all pairs of informed fine pixels,
and
. The term
denotes a
vector
of fine-to-coarse semivariogram values between the uninformed
and all
coarse pixels, and
denotes a
fine pixel
vector of semivariogram values between
and all
informed fine pixels.
The goal of SPM is to generate hard classified maps at subpixel level, and the ICK-derived probabilities are used to decide the subpixel class labels. In the conventional ICK-based
SPM, a sequential indicator simulation is employed for class allocation, by which the hard classified map is generated along
a random simulation path determining the order of visited subpixels. There is much randomness as there are ! paths for each
coarse pixel in all. As a result, many speckle artifacts appear in
the SPM results [33]. Actually, the class allocation process can
also be realized by using a different sequential method that assigns each class in turn [55]. In this approach, a visiting order
for all classes is predetermined. According to the visiting order,
the subpixels belonging to the visited class are determined by
probabilities for this class and the remaining ones
comparing
are then used for the allocation of the next class. This approach
is also implemented under the condition that the number of
is constrained to reprosubpixels for the th class within
duce exactly the corresponding coarse fraction
.
B. Using MSI as Additional Information for ICK-Based SPM
The essence of class allocation in the ICK-based SPM is the
comparison of ICK-derived probabilities in order to find the
highest one during each comparison. Subpixel class labels are
then predicted according to rank and number of subpixels for
each class is constrained by the coarse fractions in the process.
This process would be smooth if the highest probability is consistently unique during the comparisons. Sometimes, however,
there is more than one highest probability value to consider. In
this case, it is difficult to determine which to select.
A simple example is provided in Fig. 1; see Example I. Suppose the fraction of a class, denoted as a gray class, is 50%, and
. The ICK-derived conditional probabilthe scale factor
ities of the gray class in a coarse pixel are shown in Fig. 1(a).
Amongst the four fine pixels, two should be allocated to the gray
class. As 0.9 is the highest probability among the four subpixels,
the subpixel at (1, 1) is first assigned to the gray class. The
second subpixel of gray class should be selected among the remaining three subpixels by comparing the three corresponding
probabilities. However, the two next highest probabilities of 0.7

Fig. 1. ICK-derived conditional probabilities of the gray class in a coarse pixel
with 2 2 fine pixels. (a) A conditional probability map. (b) Another conditional probability map obtained from additional information. (c) Integration of
the two maps in (a) and (b). (d) Using (c) for class allocation given the condition
that the fraction of gray class is 50%.

are at (1, 2) and (2, 2), respectively. It is impossible to determine
which one should be selected as the gray class when there is only
one observed coarse image.
If there is some supplemental information, however, such
as another ICK-derived conditional probability map containing
this coarse pixel, the second gray class subpixel may be selected
out. For example, Fig. 1(b) shows the conditional probabilities
of the gray class for the same four subpixels. As can be seen
in Fig. 1(b), the probability of the subpixel at (1, 2) is greater
than that at (2, 2), and hence the subpixel at (1, 2) should be
the one assigned to the gray class. A convenient and reasonable way to integrate multiple probability maps of each class
is to average these probabilities at each subpixel, and a single
probability map of each class is generated in this way. Fig. 1(c)
shows the integrated probabilities of the gray class for the four
fine pixels that can be used for the subsequent class allocation
shown in Fig. 1(d).
Errors are also unavoidable during the process of ICK-based
probability estimation, and the ICK-derived probabilities from
single observed coarse image may therefore not be absolutely
dependable. Integration of the multiple probabilities acquired
from the additional information could be an effective way to
alleviate errors, and the derived integrated probability map for
each class would be more accurate. Example II in Fig. 1 illustrates this problem. Again, the fraction of gray class and are
supposed to be 50% and 2. The reference gray class distribution
is the same as that displayed in (d) in this example. The probability at subpixel (1, 1) from probability map (a), i.e., 0.8, is
generated with some inherent error from the ICK model itself.
Using only (a), because of the error at subpixel (1, 1), the subpixel will be assigned to the gray class. If, however, there exists
another probability map (b) obtained from additional information where the probability at subpixel (1, 1) is 0.1, with much
less error than (a). Then, by integration in (c), the error from (a)
will be alleviated to a large degree, and the expected subpixel
map will be generated, as in (d).
In this section, MSI are used to obtain multiple probability
maps. Suppose there are shifted images, and the subpixel shift
between the th
and the first observed coarse
, which means the rightward and the downward
image is
shift are
and
subpixels, respectively. If
is the
in the first image, then the coordinate
coordinate of subpixel
in the th image is
of its corresponding subpixel
.
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the same site, they are not completely identical, due to the
slight relative translations between the satellite and Earth. In
this paper, these images were assumed to be translated horizontally and vertically at subpixel level, ignoring rotation and
deformation. Phase correlation is a widely used technique for
image registration and is capable of measuring the relative shift
between two images at subpixel level [56]. This technique was
applied for MSI subpixel shift estimation.
Fig. 2. (a) Two coarse images A and B with subpixel shift (1, 1). (b) and (c) The
black subpixel is at (3, 3) in A and (2, 2) in B.

Fig. 2 provides an example to illustrate the relationship between the shifted images. In Fig. 2(a), there are two coarse images A (solidline) and B (dashed line) and the subpixel shift is
(1, 1). Each coarse pixel in the two images is divided into 2 2
subpixels, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c). The black subpixel in
A is at (3, 3), falling within the coarse pixel at (2, 2), while in B,
it is at (2, 2), falling within the coarse pixel at (1, 1). The probability of the th class occurrence at the black subpixel in A is related to fractions
, while in
,
B, it is related to fractions
and
are the number of coarse pixels in A and B,
where
respectively. Therefore, with two images A and B, the probability of the th class for black subpixel relies on
and
simultaneously. Due to the subpixel shift,
and
for the coarse pixels at the same grid in two images are usually different from each other. The differences actually reflect
the great significance of MSI.
When MSIs are used, the probability of the th class occurrence at
’s corresponding subpixel
in the th
image, denoted as
, can be calculated as

(7)
where
is an
vector,
and
is the number of coarse pixels in the th image. Simiand
are computed by exlarly, the ICK weights
pression (6). The ICK-derived probabilities of the th class
are then integrated by
(8)
An extra step is to normalize the

integrated probabilities by
(9)

so that
. Fig. 3 displays the flowchart of the
proposed ICK-based SPM with MSI.
ICK-derived probabilities are inNote that when the
tegrated by expression (8), the subpixel shifts
should be estimated in advance to lo’s corresponding subpixel
in the th image. Usually,
cate
the MSIs are obtained by a sensor taking images over the
same area at different times. Although these images are from

III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, three experiments on different types of
remote sensing images were carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed SPM method. Four
SPM methods were compared: HNN-based SPM (HNNB),
HNN-based SPM with MSI (HNNB_MSI), ICK-based SPM
(ICKB), and ICK-based SPM with MSI (ICKB_MSI). All experiments were tested on an Intel Core i7 Processor at 3.40-GHz
with the Matlab 7.1 version. For ICKB and ICKB_MSI, a set of
5 5 coarse pixel neighbors were chosen for each coarse pixel,
as was done in [30]. The parameters in HNNB and HNNB_MSI
were the same as those in [57]: all the weighting constants in
the network energy function were set to 1, the steepness of the
function was set to 10, the time step was set to 0.001, and
the number of iterations was set to 1000.
A. Experimental Setup
In the first two experiments, synthetic coarse images were
studied in order to avoid the errors due to soft classification and
co-registration and solely concentrate on the performance of the
proposed SPM method. The coarse images were created by demean filter
grading the reference land cover maps via a
and considered as outputs of soft classification (i.e., fractions).
The task of SPM methods is to generate land cover maps having
the same spatial resolution as the reference maps by zooming in
on the degraded images with scale factor . Another advantage
of using synthetic coarse images is that the reference land cover
maps are completely reliable for the purpose of accuracy assessment. This has also been a popular approach in many existing
SPM literature. In addition, the MSIs were generated by shifting
the fine spatial resolution land cover maps, and the subpixels
shifts were therefore known, which can avoid the errors caused
by subpixel shift estimation. In each experiment, four shifted
images were used, and the subpixel shifts at the scale factor
were assumed to be (0, 0),
,
and
, where
is a function that
takes the integer nearest to but not larger than it. Note that in
the two experiments on synthetic coarse images, the number of
subpixels for each class is strictly maintained (for all four SPM
methods) according to the coarse fraction data. This is because
there is no error in the synthetic coarse fraction data. The relevant class allocation method is introduced in Section II-A.
In the last experiment, real image data were used for tests: a
Landsat ETM+ image and a time series of MODIS images of
the same site. Four MODIS images obtained on different dates
were used as MSI. Soft classification was implemented on the
MODIS images, and SPM was conducted subsequent to that.
The task of SPM in this experiment was to predict the distribution of land cover classes at the spatial resolution of the Landsat
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

ETM+ image for the coarse spatial resolution MODIS images.
The hard classified map of the Landsat ETM+ image was used
as a reference map for accuracy assessment.
SPM is essentially a hard classification technique, which is
carried out at subpixel level. The accuracy of hard classification
algorithms is usually evaluated quantitatively by the overall accuracy in terms of the percentage of correctly classified pixels
(PCC). Therefore, this index was used for accuracy assessment
on SPMs in the experiments. To evaluate the statistical significance in accuracy for different SPM algorithms, McNemar’s
test [58] was also used. The significance of difference between
two classifiers is determined by
(10)
where
are the number of pixels that are correctly classified in
result 0 but incorrectly classified in result 1, and
vice versa.
Using the 95% degree of confidence level, the difference between two classification results is considered to be statistically
.
significant if
B. Experiment 1: Synthetic Coarse Image of a Land Cover
Map in Bath, UK
In the first experiment, a land cover map of an area in Bath,
U.K., was studied. It is shown in Fig. 4 (provided by Dr. A.
J. Tatem); see [59] for more details. Contained are 360 360
0.6 m, covering the folpixels with a pixel size of 0.6 m
lowing four classes: roads (with global fraction 8.77%), trees
(with global fraction 17.07%), buildings (with global fraction
13.43%), and grass (with global fraction 60.73%). The roads
and buildings have regular spatial distribution with linear features, which mainly appear as straight lines and right-angles, respectively. As for the trees, the spatial pattern is more complex
and irregular. The fine spatial resolution map was degraded by
a mean filter with scale 10 to produce the fraction maps of four
classes shown in the first column in Fig. 5, where white indicates a fraction of 100%, and black indicates 0%. That is, each
coarse pixel has a size of 6 m 6 m, and each fraction map
contains 36 36 pixels. These fraction maps were then used as
input of SPM.

Fig. 4. Reference land cover map in experiment 1.

Using the fractions in the first column in Fig. 5 and the indicator semivariogram extracted from the fine spatial resolution
land cover map in Fig. 4, the ICK-derived conditional probability map with 360 360 pixels of each class was generated, as
shown in the second column in Fig. 5. The third column in Fig. 5
presents the ICK-derived probability maps produced by the proposed ICKB_MSI model. From visual comparison, we can conclude that the probability maps generated by ICKB_MSI provide more detailed information and the boundaries of land cover
objects are clearer. This phenomenon indicates that ICKB_MSI
can produce more accurate probabilities than ICKB. After computing the probabilities, class allocation was then implemented
to generate hard classified subpixel maps by comparing these
probabilities.
Fig. 6(b) and (d) shows the SPM results of the ICKB and
ICKB_MSI. To fully demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method, SPM results of the HNNB and HNNB_MSI are
also exhibited in Fig. 6(a) and (c). From the visual comparison
of the four subpixel maps, we can see clearly that with MSI, both
HNN and ICK models are capable of producing more satisfying
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Fig. 6. SPM results in experiment 1 produced by (a) HNNB, (b) ICKB,
(c) HNNB_MSI, and (d) ICKB_MSI.

TABLE I
PCC (%) OF THE FOUR SPM METHODS IN EXPERIMENT 1

Fig. 5. From left to right: Fraction maps, ICK-derived probability maps from
ICKB and ICK-derived probability maps from ICKB_MSI. (a) Roads. (b) Trees.
(c) Buildings. (d) Grass.

SPM results than does the single observed coarse image. Specifically, many linear artifacts are yielded by conventional HNNB
and ICKB. The result yielded by ICKB, also, looks smoother
and more continuous than that by HNNB, and there are fewer
linear artifacts in the ICKB result. This is because prior spatial
structure information is incorporated into ICKB to alleviate the
uncertainty in SPM, and thus the result will be much closer to the
reference land cover map, as mentioned above in the introduction. In the HNNB_MSI result, some speckle artifacts appear,
and the boundary between each class is relatively rough. Inheriting the advantage of using prior spatial structure information
in ICKB, in the ICKB_MSI result, most of the land objects are
recovered effectively, and the improvement is considerably pronounced when MSIs are used. Among the four SPM methods,
ICKB_MSI produces the most satisfying subpixel map.
Table I displays the PCC of each SPM method. In a coarse
image, there are always some pure pixels containing only one
land cover class. SPM assigns all subpixels within the pure pixel
to the same class to which the pure pixel belongs. This simple
copy process raises accuracy without providing any useful information about he SPM algorithms’ performances [15]. To eliminate the influence brought by the pure pixels, we also evalu-

ated the accuracy when pure pixels are excluded in the statistics. Values in bold indicate the highest accuracy. Similar to
the visual comparison, more accurate SPM results can be obtained with MSI. The ICK model outperforms the HNN model,
no matter whether MSIs are applied in HNN in this experiment.
Using MSI, the ICK model is able to generate the most accurate SPM result among the four methods. More precisely, the
accuracy for each class of ICKB_MSI is the highest, and the
PCC of it is 5.85%, 3.09%, and 3.43% greater than those of
HNNB, ICKB, and HNNB_MSI when considering all pixels for
accuracy statistics. Excluding pure pixels, the differences in accuracy between the four methods are more distinct: the PCC
of ICKB_MSI is 8.27%, 4.37%, and 4.86% greater than that
of HNNB, ICKB, and HNNB_MSI, respectively. The advantages of the proposed ICKB_MSI can also be confirmed by the
McNemar’s test results in Table II. One can see from Table II
that using MSIs, both HNNB_MSI and ICKB_MSI have significantly higher PCC than does the single observed coarse image.
Moreover, ICKB_MSI achieves significantly higher accuracy
than other three SPM methods.
In addition, Fig. 7 presents the PCC of the four SPM methods
5, 10, 15, and 20 when excluding pure pixels for acwith
curacy statistics. It can be concluded from the bar chart that as
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TABLE II
MCNEMAR’S TEST FOR SPM METHODS IN EXPERIMENT 1

Fig. 8. Reference land cover map in experiment 2.

Fig. 7. PCC (excluding pure pixels) of the four SPM methods at four scales: 5,
10, 15, and 20.

the scale increases, the accuracy of all four methods decreases.
The reason for this phenomenon is that the SPM process becomes more complicated with higher scale factors, as for every
coarse pixel, the locations of more subpixels need to be estimated and uncertainty increases. Because of the use of MSIs,
the accuracy of both HNNB and ICKB increases greatly, except
for scale 5 as at this scale, SPM is relatively simple, and HNNB
is able to produce highly accurate result. In fact, as the scale increases, the advantage of the proposed ICKB_MSI method becomes more obvious, generating the most accurate SPM results
at all four scales. At scale 20, especially, the PCC of ICKB_MSI
still reaches about 85%, while the PCC of other three methods
is much less than 80%. This reveals that ICKB_MSI could be a
promising approach for the large scale situation.
C. Experiment 2: Synthetic Coarse Image of a Land Cover
Map in Washington, DC
The second experiment is to test the proposed method for
area with large number of classes and complex land cover patterns. A part of Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment airborne hyperspectral data from the Washington DC
Mall (191 bands with 3-m spatial resolution) was used for the
test [60]. The studied area has a size of 240 296 pixels with
seven classes: shadow, water, road, tree, grass, roof, and trail.
The reference land cover map of the studied site is shown in
Fig. 8, which was obtained with the tensor discriminative locality alignment-based classification of the hyperspectral data
in [61]. The synthetic coarse image was generated by degrading
, as shown in the
the reference land cover map with
first column in Fig. 9. The second and third columns of Fig. 9
show the ICK-derived conditional probability maps of seven
classes with ICKB and ICKB_MSI, respectively. The indicator
semivariogram used in ICK model was extracted from Fig. 8.

It can be observed that the seven probability maps derived by
ICKB_MSI provide visually clearer information of land cover.
Fig. 10(a)–(d) shows the SPM results of HNNB, ICKB,
HNNB_MSI, and ICKB_MSI. As can be concluded from
visual comparison of the four maps, the proposed ICKB_MSI
generated the best result. For example, the continuity of the
trail class in the center of Fig. 10(d) is the strongest and is the
closest to that in the reference map in Fig. 8; the reconstruction
of the boundaries of water and road class in Fig. 10(d) is more
satisfying in comparison with Fig. 10(a)–(c). Table III gives
the PCC of the four SPM methods. Similar to the conclusion
of visual comparison, ICKB_MSI achieves the highest accuracy among the four methods. The McNemar’s test results in
Table IV indicate that the PCC of ICKB_MSI is significantly
higher than that of HNNB, ICKB, and HNNB_MSI.
D. Experiment 3: Real Data
To further validate the advantages of the proposed SPM
method, tests on real data were implemented in the third experiment. Two sets of image data were used, including a time series
of MODIS images and a Landsat ETM+ image. They cover
an area located in Quebec province, Canada, mainly made
up of lakes and land. Four MODIS 250-m spatial resolution
images on four close days in 2002 were acquired: 21 June, 30
June, 5 July, and 6 August. The Landsat ETM+ image with a
spatial resolution of 30 m obtained on 10 July 2002 was used
to provide ground truth data. Only the images acquired in the
near infrared band of the two sets of data were used because
the land cover classes were highly separable in this band. The
MODIS image obtained on 5 July was used as a reference
image for subpixel shift estimation of MSI. Further details
on the description of site and data can be found in [62]. The
subpixel shifts of the images measured by a phased correlation
technique are (5, 6), (4, 7) and (1, 5) subpixels (i.e., (156 m, 188
m), (125 m, 219 m), and (31 m, 156 m)) for images acquired
on 21 June, 30 June, and 6 August.
The original Landsat ETM+image has a size of 865 927
pixels. Using nearest neighbor interpolation, it was interpolated
to 872 936 pixels, 8 8 times of the size of MODIS images
(109 117 pixels). The pixels in the Landsat ETM+ image were
supposed to be pure materials, and an unsupervised -means
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Fig. 10. SPM results in experiment 2 produced by (a) HNNB, (b) ICKB,
(c) HNNB_MSI, and (d) ICKB_MSI.

TABLE III
PCC (%) OF THE FOUR SPM METHODS IN EXPERIMENT 2

TABLE IV
MCNEMAR’S TEST FOR SPM METHODS IN EXPERIMENT 2

Fig. 9. From left to right: Fraction maps, ICK-derived probability maps
from ICKB and ICK-derived probability maps from ICKB_MSI. (a) Shadow.
(b) Water. (c) Road. (d) Tree. (e) Grass. (f) Roof. (g) Trail.

classifier [63] was employed to generate the hard classified
ground truth map from this image. Without ground survey, it
is difficult to conduct a rigorous evaluation of the accuracy
of reference data. Through visual interpretation, however, the
generated reference map looks highly similar to the Landsat
ETM+ image [see Fig. 11(a) and (b)]. A sub-site was selected

for test, labeled as sub-site A in Fig. 11(b). It has a size of 320
320 pixels. The classified map at sub-site B was used as prior
spatial structure information and the indicator semivariogram
was extracted from it for ICKB and ICKB_MSI. This process
was based on the assumption that the distribution of classes at
sub-site B was available, and the spatial pattern of this area was
similar to sub-site A.
The MODIS images were soft classified by an unsupervised
. The weighting paramfuzzy -means algorithm [4]
eter that determines the degree of fuzziness was set to 2. After
that, four SPM methods were carried out on the fraction im. When the estimated fracages, with a zoom factor
tions were used to strictly maintain the subpixels of each class
during the class allocation process, a large number of isolated
pixels were produced in the SPM results. In this way, the generated subpixel maps appeared to be dominated by a speckled
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Fig. 11. The Landsat ETM+ image. (a) Near-infrared band image. (b) Hard
classified map, where white and black pixels denote land and water, respectively.

pattern, which greatly suppressed the performances of the SPM
methods. This phenomenon was caused by the errors in the soft
classification. For example, suppose in the coarse image there
8
is a pure pixel covering the class, water. By SPM, all 8
subpixels within this pixel should be allocated to water. However, if the estimated fraction of water for this pixel is 12.5%,
by class allocation, eight subpixels should be allocated to water.
In this case, these eight subpixels are produced by errors from
soft classification and are quite likely to appear as noise in the
SPM result. For sub-site A, the PCC values (considering all
pixels) of four SPM methods are between 80% and 81% when
coarse fractions were strictly maintained. To alleviate the influence of such errors from soft classification, in this experiment,
the fractions were used in probability estimation but not in the
pivotal class allocation process. Instead, a simple class allocation method was applied whereby each subpixel was allocated
to the class with the highest probability. The SPM results for the
two sub-sites are shown in Fig. 12.
As can be seen from the results in Fig. 12, there are some
jagged boundaries in the HNNB and ICKB results, appearing as
right-angle shape, as shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b). This phenomenon conflicts with the class distribution in the ground reference
maps [Fig. 11(b)]. With MSIs, the performances of both HNNB
and ICKB were enhanced. The boundaries in Fig. 12(c) and (d)
looks smoother and more places were correctly classified, such
as those places with small lakes. While focusing on Fig. 12(c), it
is found that in the HNNB_MSI result, some block objects classified as land lie within some large lakes. In the ground truth
maps, however, these large lakes are of hole-shape, as shown
in Fig. 11(b). Therefore, places covered by these block objects
in Fig. 12(c) were misclassified. This is not the case, however,
in ICKB_MSI result. Among the four methods, the proposed
method generated the SPM result that is the closest to the reference maps.
Table V lists the PCC of the four SPM approaches. Note that
PCC in this experiment was calculated taking account of all
pixels in SPM results. The pure pixels in coarse images were
not excluded as whether a pixel is pure or not is determined
by the soft classifier (fuzzy -means algorithm in this experiment). We are also concerned about the performance of soft
classifier when real coarse images are studied for SPM. This is
different from the previous two experiments, where synthetic
coarse images were studied and no soft classifier was applied
and hence no error exists in soft classification in fact. The PCC

Fig. 12. SPM results of the real MODIS data produced by (a) HNNB,
(b) ICKB, (c) HNNB_MSI, and (d) ICKB_MSI. White and black pixels denote
land and water, respectively.

TABLE V
PCC (%) OF THE FOUR SPM METHODS IN EXPERIMENT 3

TABLE VI
MCNEMAR’S TEST FOR SPM METHODS IN EXPERIMENT 3

of the proposed method is 84.15%, about 2%,1.2%, and 1%
greater than that of HNNB, ICKB, and HNNB_MSI. In all, the
proposed method produced the highest SPM accuracy. The McNemar’s test results are shown in Table VI. It can be observed
that ICKB obtains significantly higher accuracy than HNNB because ICKB makes use of prior spatial structure information.
Similar to the conclusions drawn from the previous two experiments on synthetic coarse images, HNNB_MSI obtains significantly higher accuracy than HNNB, while ICKB_MSI obtains significantly higher accuracy than ICKB; the accuracy of
the proposed ICKB_MSI is significantly higher than other three
SPM methods.
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IV. DISCUSSIONS
From the results in three experiments, we can obtain a
general rank of the four SPM methods in terms of SPM accuracy: HNNB, ICKB, HNNB_MSI, and ICKB_MSI. From
HNNB to ICKB_MSI, the overall performances become better
in this study. The reason for the advantages of ICK-based
SPM methods (i.e., ICKB and ICKB_MSI) over HNN-based
methods (i.e., HNNB and HNNB_MSI) is that the former
utilize prior spatial structure information while the latter are
based on spatial dependence and thus fail to deal with complex
spatial patterns, as mentioned in the introduction. With the aid
of MSI, however, HNN is able to produce better SPM results
than does ICKB. This reveals the great potentiality of MSI in
SPM.
The computational efficiency is also an important factor to
evaluate the four SPM methods. In each experiment, HNNB and
HNNB_MSI took several hours for 1000 iterations. However,
both ICKB and ICKB_MSI took less than 2 minutes. The considerably low computational burden in ICKB and ICKB_MSI is
mainly due to the fact no iterations are involved in them. Therefore, the proposed method will be promising for a real-time
system.
The proposed algorithm is different from the HNN-based
SPM with MSI, except that the proposed algorithm is
learning-based while the HNN model is based on spatial
dependence assumption. For HNN-based SPM with MSI, each
fine pixel also falls within multiple coarse pixels in MSI, and the
fractions of classes within the corresponding multiple coarse
pixels are added into the constraint term of the HNN’s energy
function, to provide multiple fraction constraints. Essentially,
the HNN used for SPM is an optimization tool. In this model,
the attribute value of each class for each subpixel (between zero
and one) is changed after each iteration, and the energy function
is minimized iteratively to approach a solution. With multiple
fraction constraints from MSIs, therefore, a large number of
iterations (usually over 1000) for the conventional HNN model
are still required to generate attribute values. However, this is
not the case in the proposed algorithm based on the ICK model.
, fractions (those
In the ICK-based SPM, for each subpixel
from all coarse pixels in the neighborhood window, not only
the one,
falls within) are used in linear combination, see (5),
and their weights are calculated by solving the equations in (6).
No iterations are involved in the whole process. With MSIs,
, fractions in the shifted images are used
for each subpixel
and a set of ICK-derived probabilities are also calculated in the
same way and without iterations. Besides, from expression (6),
we can also see that no parameters are involved, and the information from informed fine pixels can also be readily coded into
the new model. Consequently, the proposed algorithm inherits
all the advantages of the ICK-based SPM.
As can be found from Table I and Table III, the PCC of the
proposed algorithm decreases from around 94% in Table I to
70% in Table III. This is because the number of classes increases
from four in experiment 1 to seven in experiment 2. Furthermore, the complexity of land cover pattern is also different in the
two experiments. In Fig. 4, the roads and buildings have regular
spatial distribution with linear features, which can be well recreated by the proposed SPM method. In Fig. 8, however, there are
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many linear and elongated features, which are more difficult to
be restored in comparison with the features in Fig. 4. We can
conclude that the performance of the proposed SPM algorithm
is influenced by the number of classes and spatial complexity of
land cover pattern in the studied area.
Focusing on Fig. 7, it is concluded that the performance of
the proposed SPM algorithm deteriorates when the zoom scale
factor increases. Compared with the other three SPM methods,
the proposed method is relatively less sensitive to the scale
factor, suggesting the new SPM method is potential for the
large scale cases.
As a preprocessing step, the soft classification has a direct
influence on the SPM and errors from the former can be propagated to the latter [64]. In real word cases, the uncertainty in soft
classification needs further study. The selection of MSIs is also a
critical issue. In different periods, the land cover from the same
area may be different due to the human activities (e.g., buildings construction) and natural changes (e.g., changes of rainfall
and vegetation in different seasons) and so on. In addition, illumination and angular effects sometimes plays an important role
in MSI. It makes a huge difference to an image whether it is
acquired in the morning or afternoon or if the viewing angle is
from the right, left, or nadir. The uncertainty in MSI data certainly has an impact on the proposed method that uses MSI as
additional information. It necessitates the consideration of acquired time, illumination and angular while selecting MSI for
the proposed SPM method.
V. CONCLUSION
An SPM algorithm based on ICK with MSI is proposed in
this paper. The proposed algorithm utilizes MSI to provide additional constraints for the ICK-based SPM model to increase
the accuracy. In detail, with extracted prior structure information, the MSI are used to obtain multiple ICK-derived conditional probability maps for each class. Then, according to the
subpixels shifts of MSI, the multiple probabilities are integrated.
The integrated probabilities are then used for class allocation
to yield subpixel maps meeting a target spatial resolution. This
new method inherits all the advantages of the ICK-based SPM
model, which is capable of making use of prior spatial structure information and incorporating the information from the informed fine pixels. In addition, few parameters and iterations
are involved in the new model.
Experiments based on two synthetic coarse images and a set
of real MODIS images demonstrated the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed algorithm. From both visual and quantitative assessments, the conclusion can be drawn that the proposed ICK with MSI can produce more satisfying and accurate
subpixel maps than conventional ICK as well as HNN-based
SPM, whether or not MSI are applied in HNN.
In this study, MSI were used as the additional information
for ICK-based SPM. Additional information from other source
images might also be applied, under the condition that these images can provide multiple fractions at the same coarse or intermediate spatial resolution. Moreover, the additional information
from different source images is expected to be integrated in the
ICK-based SPM model in the future. Further work will focus on
these issues.
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